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. Enjoy the pleasure of a real basketball scoreboard from KA-SOFT, the leading manufacturer of professional scoreboards and
other electronic devices. The VSPRO209BK is priced right at $9.99. The VSPRO209 offers:.Microsoft's VR platform officially
supports more than 50 games, including AltspaceVR, LostWinds, Superhot, and Overload. While these are non-exclusive titles,

they all feature Microsoft's Mixed Reality Portal SDK for Windows Mixed Reality systems. The news about the new beta
release is the result of a flood of new partnerships, as Microsoft merged its fitness and gaming divisions into the newly created

mixed reality team in February. Since then, Microsoft has enjoyed a slew of partnerships, including the aforementioned
AltspaceVR. The Mixed Reality Portal SDK gives developers a way to access and incorporate in-game assets into a mixed

reality experience. The mixed reality environment is presented through a Windows Mixed Reality headset and controller, and
"can also include an external Windows Mixed Reality Display". Microsoft will release a new dev portal for the Windows Mixed
Reality Portal SDK, which will bring compatibility for VR environments. The portal will also include Unity and Unreal Engine
compatibility.Davis County hires recruiter for K-12 schools This is an archived article that was published on sltrib.com in 2013,
and information in the article may be outdated. It is provided only for personal research purposes and may not be reprinted. A

recruiter has been hired to recruit principals and assistant principals for Davis County schools. The county announced the hiring
of Doug McGee as its recruiter in a news release. McGee has 16 years of recruiting experience, most of it in the Utah education

system. The release said McGee will be responsible for assisting school superintendents, chancellors and assistant chancellors
with recruiting and retaining staff in the K-12 sector. McGee will be placed in an office provided by the Davis County School
District and will be eligible to earn commissions. All Davis County schools are hiring for principals, assistant principals and
support staff in grades K-3.Search This Blog Connecting with a Silver Cord The NFL playoffs are here, and it’s time to start

thinking about which teams we will watch win it all next year. For those of you not living in the US, the Superbowl is this
coming week, February 2nd. As I sit in my bed, I often think about how I 3e33713323
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